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When it comes to your savings, stay financially strong by taking the long view 

Knowing what to do about your retirement savings can be tough these days. National Retirement 
Security Week—from October 18 to 24—is a good time to take some action. Here are three steps 
you can take now to help you get through current times while moving toward the future you want.  
 
1) Get a savings checkup—Find out where you stand and receive an action plan to help keep 

you moving toward your longer-term goals. 
2) Stay prepared for the unknown—Build up an emergency fund to help cover unforeseen 

expenses and protect your savings. 
3) See what lifetime income could mean for you—Find out how much guaranteed income you 

could have later by choosing lifetime income options now.*  
 
Go to TIAA.org/NRSW2020 for tools to help with these steps.  
 

 

* Any guarantees under annuities issued by TIAA are subject to TIAA’s claims-paying ability. 
 
This material is for informational or educational purposes only and does not constitute fiduciary investment advice under 
ERISA, a securities recommendation under all securities laws, or an insurance product recommendation under state 
insurance laws or regulations. This material does not take into account any specific objectives or circumstances of any 
particular investor, or suggest any specific course of action. Investment decisions should be made based on the investor’s 
own objectives and circumstances. 
 
Investment, insurance and annuity products are not FDIC insured, are not bank guaranteed, are not deposits, are 
not insured by any federal government agency, are not a condition to any banking service or activity, and may lose 
value.  
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